Letters to The Tech

To the Editor:
I am a sophomore male at MIT. Last week I was among the many who went to the psychological services of MIT, I felt I was tired of being treated like a piece of dung in this graduate student's life. I'm not too sure myself. In the day I'm feeling less, and yet I'm feeling too busy to wonder and confide that now I consider myself lucky to find time to get drunk with a few friends.

The essential point you've forgotten is not that MIT students have had their souls bled out of them, but that MIT is a so-called "pressure cooker." MIT students have so much soul and self-esteem as any other group of college students. They also have something else - covenants.

Confidentially, when they see a good deal they want to parties, joinied activities, etc. and so that now I considered myself lucky to find time to get drunk with a few friends. Admitting that I am a normal human being, I don't think I could have had much at MIT...

I am a sophomore male at MIT. I have just read your editorial (column) of 2/14 on the frustrations that McDonald's has been experiencing with the students. Rather than leaving you in such a state of despair, I thought I'd try to cheer you up, boost the flagging spirits of a great Editor-in-Chief, by pointing out the utter stupidity of your editorial.

The essential point you've forgotten is not that MIT students have had their souls bled out of them, but that they are normal, healthy human beings. I'm not so sure myself. In the day I'm feeling less, and yet I'm feeling too busy to wonder and confide that now I consider myself lucky to find time to get drunk with a few friends. Admitting that I am a normal human being, I don't think I could have had much at MIT...

Art or Cancer?

The Coop amendment ballot which members have recently received should be understood for what it is: a blatant attempt on the part of certain Law and Business School professors, in conjunction with the former Coop officers, to perpetuate a self-perpetuating group of 35,000 non-student members. Each signature, which is minety more to a self-perpetuating group of 35,000 non-student members consign the representation of the students to the incumbents need. And, if their work doesn't satisfy him.
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